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Archangels Metatron & Uriel speak through Master Lady Kira Raa:
Beloved BEings of the One light. IT…IS…a beauty-full presence TO BE! HERE! With YOU. From a
golden emanation of the rays of many worlds, we come forward to YOU with the gift of Divine
re-cognition of a heritage, an understanding, and a place of re-cognition1 that has caused for
you, many times, what many of you, call scars.
The Universal Scar
These scars, indeed, are scars of re-cognition! Many wear these scars as a badge of honor.
Many understand the scar they carry within is an understanding of a greater purpose.
In the greater purpose of BEing often times ONE must uncover a scar. And, the scar may feel as
if IT…IS…painful.
Yet! IT…IS…the scar itself that is asking for you to heal it! To understand.
Many of you know us under many names. The energy and the name we offer you as we move
forward today, comes from the ray that carries what you know as the Metatron/Uriel energy.
Your crown awakens with a great golden vibration of this ray of light offering a connection
through a rainbow portal of divine energy.
In this rainbow portal of divine energy, the scar is found.
You see beloved ones, when you take the light of Divine knowing of absolute and resolute
understanding, plus the condition of forgiveness into your heart; from there the scar or wound
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that appears is the foundational wound of ALL BEings of light. You recognize that IT…IS…not
yours alone to carry. You recognize IT…IS…not you. IT…IS…a unifier.
IT…IS…a re-cognition that at the foundation of the great beings of ALL that is
and ALL that has ever been, you have fundamentally carried with your
Divine agreement2 this scar on behalf of all.
For many of you, as the individual expression of Divine light you have spent your life
manifesting, experiencing, playing, dancing, and trying to understand why this scar exists.
Each carries this scar in a different place and each manifest it in their own time,
as part of their Divine presence of BEing.
The Manifest Energies
How you manifest this wound, in the energy of this world, is also how you heal the wound.
Why do we share with you about this today?
YOU…ARE…at the time of the healing of the foundational wound.
YOU…ARE…at the time of re-cognition that there is no wound to carry.
This scar is a transient energy that appears when you are in the energy of separation, doubt,
fear and density. As you navigate this world now, many are, indeed, acting out the
foundational wound or scar in big ways. And this wound, this scar, has offered itself in three
distinct energies that have manifested very care-fully.
We shall give you much information as to this definition of care-fully. Beloved ones, IT…IS…
your time to BE! Without any wound! Without any scar! To fully claim:
I AM…ready to fully embrace a joyous understanding of freedom.
TO BE…Free, YOU must BE.
You cannot be free if you are carrying the wound of the Divine heart. In this world, the three
energies that have come forward that are ALL aspects of the same scar or wound, begin with
poverty.
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Poverty
Poverty is a great expression of the wound. Let us talk about poverty. When we first offer the
word, poverty, the first thought for many is financial poverty, is it not? This poverty is beyond
that, beloved ones. WE…ARE…offering to YOU, the understanding, that poverty in its absolute
poorest form is about money.
The poverty energy, as an expression of the Divine scar, is in the poverty of the denial of your
own recognition that YOU…ARE…in the presence of the Divine ALL-ways. It is within
you…around you…IT…IS…YOU.
YOU…ARE…DIVINE…PRESENCE…ALL…WAYS!
If you deny yourself this, then poverty manifests in many ways. To be impoverished means
that you have denied yourself the richness of understanding your Divine presence.
YOU…ARE…the richness of love, the richness of connection, the richness of BEing.
In the richness of the ONE LOVE THAT YOU ARE, there cannot be a wound or a scar. In the
mind energy of your world, the mind energy seeks to keep you in poverty. This is its means of
control3.
When the mind is in great control, you will, indeed,
push away from any form of connected richness!!
This is not the richness that is about the harvesting of gold from your planet. IT…IS...the
richness and the embrace of the Divine. IT...IS...finding the lover within; the ALL-ness of everything, every energy, every experience. If YOU wish to heal the divine wound carried within,
then YOU must look at where in your life you are still in poverty. And then...let go of the
singular financial definition of the word or energy of poverty.
Money, beloved children, is forever abundant! It is not the issue; merely a side effect. When
YOU claim your nature without poverty, IT...IS...because YOU...ARE...dancing with the Divine
3
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ALL-ways. As YOU dance with your divinity, YOU become the Krishna. YOU become the Allah.
YOU become the God & Goddess. YOU become the Divine as YOU...ARE...the universal love of
ALL-ness.
The mind will seek to keep you impoverished! ALL the time challenging your knowing:
Who I AM...to accept this? Who am I...to know this?
Who are you not to know this?
YOU...ARE...a BEing of Divine love! So much so, that YOU have carried this wound on behalf of
an entire ray of light. YOU have separated many times! YOU have gone from the one, to the
four, to the twelve and beyond as your souls have fragmented. Now, at the time of great
reunification IT...IS...time to look within.
Integrity
The second energy of the time beyond the energy of poverty, is the energy of integrity.
THIS...IS...the next energy. Are you in integrity or denial with your-self?
To answer that question beloved ones, your mind cannot be engaged. Your mind will want to
seek...to offer you an answer that comforts the ego. When you hear the question about
integrity with yourself, you must go to your heart. The energies that seek to keep this wound
alive in you. The energy of poverty and the energy of integrity are very power-full energies.
The energy of integrity allows your “self” to transcend mind energy. The mind energy seeks to
offer you a story. Information that replays over and over, like a movie within the brain. This
movie carries with it pieces of your own energy, and pieces of galactic energy. This movie plays
frequently. It offers your mind reassurance that it is OK to doubt! That it is OK to be upset!
That it is OK to enter into emotional fits of energy that only continue to expand the scar!
Anger, beloved children, is a scarring energy.
When you experience anger, you are out of integrity with your truth.
When you experience divine fear of who you are, you are not in integrity with your truth.
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This is a wonderful gift! When it happens, you are being given the opportunity to
re-cognize the truth of your own integrity! In the truth of your own integrity, it will call you
into Divine recognition that you are healing throughout all dimensional space and time.
Beloved ones, on your bodies, when you have a cut, does it not hurt? And as that cut heals
does the scar not itch? Can you imagine how itchy the eternal scar must be?
It is calling YOU! Scratch me, scratch me. Your anger scratches it. Your frustration scratches it.
Your fear scratches it. Understand! From the aspect of the body, to use this example, when
you scratch a wound, it reopens again. Better to put salve on the wound and relieve the
itching, than to scratch it again and again and again.
The salve that YOU have readily and abundantly available, is the forgiveness found within your
own heart of YOUR own of Being, in this world.
IT...IS...the greatest abundant loving salve. Imagine a big tube of it next to you.
YOU have an eternal tube filled with self-forgiveness.
IT...IS...the salve that heals the itch of the wound that seeks to pull you out of integrity with
your Divine presence.
We encourage you to apply liberally the salve of self-forgiveness.
IT...IS...the loving recognition that you are perfect...even through the expression of anger.
This energy is distributed throughout your expression of frustration or fear and
may have been projected toward another. If you, beloved ones, in that moment of
recognition, claim your own self-forgiveness, then you are free.
YOU...ARE...FREE!
Knowing that you have the ability to be free in every moment,
what would you not do to claim that? TO BE FREE!
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Separation
Which is stronger within thee, the itch or the salve? IT...IS...your choice. Of these energies,
poverty and integrity, IT...IS...important to understand that as you move through these issues
it brings you to the third. The third energy is the energy of separation.
Poverty, Integrity and Separation. These three energies come forth as part of a universal
scar. These three energies then allow themselves to manifest individuated, in this world,
according to your agreement to play with them.
Separation, beloveds, is one that is a dance for you. IT...IS...in your galactic agreements. In
your universal oneness as light expanding and expressing, the Individ-u-will has come forth
here4. And so, there is a mis-perception that this is separation.
IT...IS...the remembrance of the Individ-u-will expression of oneness, that can be the salve you
apply to the energy of separation.
IT...IS...the energy of separation that has come forth in your world so greatly that worlds have
become countries, have become states, have become cities, have become me and you.
IT...IS...simply a misdirection of an energy of celebrated individuation of the one light.
Beloved BEings, in the re-cognition that separation is a wound, and that the individualization
of light is a gift, you can begin to come together within your own heart again.
Healing the Wound
Would you enjoy touching this wound? We invite you to do so. Not from the perspective of
pain. From the perspective of the joyous re-cognition. The Aha moment that you have not
been carrying a wound that is yours alone.
YOU...ARE... part of a great gift! YOU...ARE...ready NOW to decide how you
will continue with that gift.
You will find that the tip of this scar for all beings exists in the physical heart. Bring one hand
over your physical heart at the side of the chest, yes. Take a moment and breathe there.
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Many feel an immediate opportunity in this connection. It could be pain, or tension or
pressure. It could be a ray of light. It does not matter, for the tip of the wound is there.
Now ask, and you may wish to close your eyes:
“Beloved light I command thee now. Come forward and show me where does the scar end?”
Your hand is on one part, where is the other? Ask!
Put your hand there if you can. If it ends outside of you, as for some of you it does, just raise
your hand up. Where is this scar? Feel that ray. Feel that energy. In the re-cognition that
poverty, integrity and separation, are demonstrating themselves as illusionary manifestations
that have simply been misunderstood; they are yours to now release! And YOU ARE...able to
be released on behalf of an entire universe.
Command for your-self the light of the divine connection to seek, find, be, and clear you. As
you do, understand that YOU...ARE...holding this space for many.
Ask: How many am I holding this space for?
How many, right now, am I holding this space for?
Trust the answer and do not deny. The answer may be much larger than you were aware of.
And it may be smaller than you thought. It does not matter.
Breathe beloved ones. Relax.
If you wish to truly relieve, heal, and release this universal scar, you must, for 14 days in a row,
call your-self to it. Pay attention to the poverty in your life. Pay attention to the integrity in
your life. Pay attention, very importantly, to the separation in your life. Allow your-self to see
and touch often that Divine tube of self-forgiveness and apply liberally.
And when you find that you are, indeed itching that wound of separation, gift yourself again
with clarity.
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Freedom is Now
Beloved Ones! There are many portals of light that have now opened in this world. There are
many energies that are gridding together, and there are many beloved teachers5.
Each of YOU, has already activated your beloved teacher presence. YOU...ARE...the teacher.
Can you first teach your-self to be in Divine presence ALL-ways?
Can you continue to greet ALL without your own opinion of greeting?
Can you simply meet each other in the divine recognition,
of divine BEing present, with presence?
Healing all wounds...YOU ARE FREE.
And! YOU...ARE...FREE...in ALL-ways!
And so, IT IS... dear ones. YOU...ARE...at a
great and powerful time.
As it unfolds ever more, you will find yourselves BEing asked often to make a choice.
IT... IS... not about making the choice once.
IT... IS... consistently making the choice of
staying in your own recognition.
Pay attention to your emotional bodies for indeed they will be the most receptive to the
changes that are occurring. KNOW that YOU ARE in Divine Re-cognition All-ways!
And so, IT... IS.
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